Boarding a UFO Saucer: Event
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In the night of the 16th of may, 2016, I found myself in a large field surrounded by
forests. Many other people were with me and we were looking to the north expecting a flight
of some kind to come for us. Perhaps it was some kind of expected rescue but I am not sure.
Suddenly a UFO saucer type craft just appeared overhead moving very fast then suddenly
slowing down into a 180 degree bank and landed before us within seconds. This was not the
craft we were all waiting for but very unexpected.
As the craft landed, a door began to open and slid down from the craft reaching to the
ground providing stairs. Then I saw a very human man dressed in a kind of aircraft one piece
flight suit with no helmet walk down the stairs and come toward me. He was at least 6' tall,
very human looking, blond with very fair features. When he was about 12' feet away, he said
to me:
“David... you need to come with us. You are needed elsewhere.”
With this seemingly critical request, I immediately followed the man up the stairs and
the door shut behind me. I cannot remember any more after the door closed. I woke up the
next morning in my bed.
The facts
The facts are it appeared to be a human man – not an alien as I would think would be
flying such craft. It could have been of the angel species but with no wings although he was
tall and blond with fair features which is common among angels. There were no emblems or
symbols I could see anywhere so it was a covert craft. It was during a time that people were
in the forests looking to be rescued from some kind of threat. I did not recognized any of the
people I was with and none of them had any carry bags or travel gear. This suggests they
escaped from somewhere into the forests very quickly without any provisions.
Angel Warriors
I have reason to believe it was a craft flown by angels. I cannot prove this but this is
my intuition on the question of their identity. As I awoke, I did immediately think, “why would
angels be flying physical space craft. I then was reminded that the battle to come is on many
levels or dimensions and YHWH will fight at whatever level or dimension that the Antichrist
regime chooses to fight. YHWH will use their “rules of engagement” to fight them so they
cannot complain later in accusing some unfairness or advantage in battle. In the end, it is the
batter nature of good that triumphs over evil and not the benefit or advantage of a more
advanced technology.

